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Is Your Data Centre At Risk Due To Aging Air 
Conditioning Equipment?
Unlike comfort cooling which typically operates during office hours and 
has limited impact should it breakdown, data centre air conditioning 
operates 24 x 365 and can have a catastrophic impact on business 
operations should it fail. 

Whilst well maintained data centre air conditioning systems will continue 
to operate, reliability will reduce as operating hours increase. The useful 
working life of data centre close control AC systems will be dependent 
on the manufacturers but will typically range between 10 and 12 years. 
To complicate the issue sub-components such as controllers, fans, 
compressors and hydronics packages many have a lower 
recommended life span dependent on operating hours.

Cooling is essential to the operation of any data centre or mission critical 
facility.  Failing to plan for the replacement of end of life air-conditioning 
equipment is certain to result in an unplanned failure impacting 
associated I.T services.

Rather than wait until a catastrophic event occurs data centre 
operators should consider a planned equipment replacement 
programme.
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The advantages of planned air conditioning replacement 
strategy include:
n  Avoidance of unplanned data centre outages.
n  Planned risk free installation allowing I.T services to continue
     operation throughout upgrade works.
n  Client will benefit from energy savings which will typically provide
     an investment “payback” if new cooling equipment installed and
     configured correctly.  
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Avoid Engaging Inexperienced Mechanical Contractors
We recommend that data centre operators should avoid engaging 
general mechanical contractors with limited data centre knowledge as 
more often than not this will result in a “Like-for-Like” replacement.

Whilst this approach is limited, circumstances may be valid if it 
generally fails to address key issues such as right sizing, airflow 
efficiency and optimised system operation which can lead to newly 
installed air conditioning to perform poorly and in some extreme 
circumstances fail to work all together. 

Six Reasons To Choosing Workspace 
Technology

1 Data Centre Expertise & In-house Design Capability
Workspace Technology specialises in data centre infrastructure, in 
particular we offer clients with a wide range of data centre centric 
cooling solutions. With proven expertise Workspace Technology 
provides clients with significant added value and advantage over non-
specialist mechanical contractors when performing data centre air-
conditioning upgrades. 

2 Exploring “Best Practice” Design Options
Workspace Technology’s team will carefully assess your existing air 
conditioning arrangements and seek to understand current and 
planned I.T deployments in order to offer designs that address 
historical issues whilst supporting planned and future I.T 
deployments. “Best Practice” design examples include:

n   Effective Air Discharge – Ensuring discharge selection is
     appropriate for the environment, with options including up-flow,

 downflow and front discharge.

n   Eliminate Short Cycling – Many historical data centre air
 conditioning installations suffer from short cycling where cold air
 simply bypasses I.T equipment and returns directly to the CRAC
 units with no useful contribution. Workspace Technology will
 always seek to ensure maximum airflow efficiency as part of any
 replacement project by incorporating products such as blanking
 panels, floor grommets, baffle systems and aisle containment   

      within the overall design.

n   Cabinet Orientation – Legacy installations often have poorly
      positioned or incorrectly orientated racks. Our team will review
      rack arrangements and where appropriate make

 recommendations that will have a material impact on the cooling
 efficiency. 

The implementation of “Best Practice” design will reduce 
payback periods by improving cooling effectiveness and 
reducing energy consumption.
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3 Cooling “Optimisation” Services
Air-conditioning installations that do not properly consider control 
strategy and configuration options will lead to significant and ongoing 
wastage of energy. 

Workspace Technology’s “Optimisation Services” addresses 
imbalances by fine tuning system control strategies, settings and 
configuration arrangements with the aim of achieving optimum energy 
performance. 

Resulting energy savings  can range from 5% to 30% when 
compared to a poorly setup installation.  

Examples of typical optimisation actions include:

n  Implementation of “Dynamic Cooling Control” which is achieved
 by locating CRAC control sensors “off board” and closer to the
 equipment air inlet. Dynamic Cooling Control enables instant
 reaction to continuous I.T load changes by comparing the return
 air with inlet temperatures allowing the AC units to dynamically
 adjust settings to meet cooling demands in a more energy
 efficient manner.

n  Implementing a “wide” humidity setting will restrict re-heat and
 humidification operating modes to upper and lower regions of the
 Class A1 envelope, saving energy and preventing conflict
 fighting.

n Implementation of sensor averaging, auto changeover and airflow
 management.

n Fine tuning of operational mode (load sharing vs. rotational
 operation) in order to maximize the energy benefits of inverter
 driven fans and variable speed compressors. 

Optimisation Services will help clients benefit from material 
operational savings. 



4 Fläkt Group Close Control Integration Partner 
Workspace Technology is a leading integrator for Fläkt Group’s close 
control data centre perimeter cooling technology. Our understanding 
and experience of Fläkt Group’s flagship Ultra-Denco and Multi-
Denco product range is extensive with an installed base of many 
hundreds of units deployed over the past 16 years, and in doing so.
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n Our Design and Technical teams have developed intimate 
knowledge the Multi-Denco cooling technology.

n We understand how best to deploy Multi-Denco units to 
maximum effect.

n We have the direct access to Fläkt Group’s Technical Specialists 
and Service Team located in Hereford with established working 
relationships with key personnel.

n With intimate product knowledge, combined with data centre 
expertise Workspace Technology delivers value for money by 
reducing timescales, eliminating errors, emissions & anomalies 
and by developing the design for improved constructability 
making it easier and less complicated to install. 

5 Proven Live Data Centre Experience
Workspace Technology has extensive experience of upgrading and 
replacing cooling systems within live data centre environments.

The list of projects where Workspace Technology has upgraded in 
live environments is substantial and includes some extremely 
sensitive and important facilities for Blue Light and Ministry of 
Defence locations.

Our installation team reduce risk within live data centre environments 
by following a range of practices including:

n Pre-testing & Temperature Monitoring throughout the 
Installation.

n Data Centre Live Working Awareness Procedures.

n   Careful Planning & Sequencing of Works.

6 Ongoing Support & Service
Workspace Technology can offer ongoing Maintenance & Support 
Service delivering a comprehensive range of expert on-site planned 
preventative maintenance, 24x365 emergency call-out, energy 
optimisation and enhanced support services for all replacement AC 
equipment as well as other key infrastructure items such as UPS, 
Fire suppression, and Generators.



Interested in finding out more?
Our friendly team are on hand to take your call on 0121 354 4894 
or send us an email at sales@workspace-technology.com
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Tel : 0121 354 4894 
Fax: 0121 354 6447 
Email: sales@workspace-technology.com

www.workspace-technology.com

About Workspace Technology
When it comes to data centre design, build and 
management, Workspace Technology delivers 
award-winning solutions for organisations across 
the UK. We have simplified the architecture from 
which we design and build data centre infrastructure 
and associated technology to support client 
availability, agility, energy efficiency and business 
needs. Whether you require a state-of-the-art on-
premise data centre build or if space and 
accessibility is a challenge a Modular or Micro data 
centre, you can be assured that Workspace 
Technology will deliver a quality, agile and 
sustainable solution.
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